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ELECTRICAL E@ I’PMENT”J?@- THE WX~RIMYN!CAL STUDY (W
THE “’DYNAMICS OF’FLUID’S*
By Carlo I?errari ‘
SUMMARY
This report contains the description of electric
.anemgmeters and their application to the study of turbu--
lent fluid flows, of electric tanks for the realization
of “the analogies between electrolngy and aerodynamics and
their application to the study of varied technical prol)–
lems , and lastly of the electric condenser type dynamometer
and its application to the prediction of the aerodynamic
forces on wing and airplane aodels in wind-tunnel tests and
and in controlled and spcntanenus rotations.
INTRODUCTION
..
The electrical devices employed for the experimental
study of the dynamics of fluid.scan be divided into two
large categories: The first comprises all the devices for
analyzing the structure of the field of motion, or, if
speed is involved, the path of the fluid particle, in short,
the kinematic elements of the phenomenon, while the other
embodies the equipment.for recording the dynamic actions ,
that is, of the forces which the flow exerts, say, on ob– ‘
stacles in relative motion with respect to it.
In the description of the principal apparatus of.
either ”ki.nd and the disrjussion of the most important re-
sults obtainable therewith, ~rief mention is ma-d-e““ofthe
best known types””either with special attention to those
which are original.:or the more particular prcblems in—
volved in their application.
________________________________________________________
*llSistemazioni elettriche per 10 studio sperimentale dells
dinamica dei fluidi. !~ Societa Italiana per il Progresso
delle Scienze, Roma, 1938 – XVI.
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ELECTRIC AIWMOMETRY A-ND:I!K5APPLICATION
Electric Anemometer “for Measuring the Speed
. .
We begin with the equipment of the first category
outlined above, and, in particular, examine the electric
speed—measuring devices,
The principle upon which the electric anemometer is
based has been known for a long time, but the most imper-
tant and most interesting applications are of relatively
recent date: a metal wire heated with gas assumes a
temperature which, other things being equal, is a function
of the speed of the flow involved, and since the electric
resistance of the wire itself changes with its temperature.,
it is “easy to understand that the characteristics of the
circuit of which the wire forms a part , are dependent upon
the speed of the air striking it, and that consequently
it is possible to measure the speed and direction of air
flow. The application of this principle, originally an-
nounced by Professor U, 3ordoni in Italy (reference 1)
almost simultaneously with a number of authors abroad
(reference 2) , conforms in general outlines te the dia—
grams shown in figure 1: The anemometer wire F forming
one arm of a ‘Wheatstone (or Thompson) bridge, tne ratio
arms being of known resistance fixed and censtant with
temperature , while the diagonal contains a galvanometers
or a very sensitive voltmeter; if the bridge is in balance
when the speed of fl~w is zero, an air current striking F
cools it, and causes an unbalance which is read on the
galvanometers G. The two diagrams differ merely in the
method by which balance is reestablished in the bridge; in
hook–up I the so-called ’’constant resistancdf m“ethod is em-
ployed: The intensity i is regulated by the variable
resistance Rl in the feed circuit, so that the tempera-
ture Cl of the wire F is always the same whatever the
speed of the flow. Hence the resistance r of wire F
always assumes the value that corresponds to the condi-
tions of bridge balance. As a result the intefisfty i
in the feed circuit “is a function of the speed V of the
flow i = f~ (v), which is measured by a potentiometer
method as indicated in figure 1.
However, the bridge balance can also be restored by
compensating the variation ,in the resistance of F with
a variation equal and opposite placed ‘in series with F
on the same side. By this method tke total resistance of
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the circuit remains constant and therefore, since the
electromotive force generated by a storage %attery is
also invariable, the current flowing through wire F re-
mains constan”t , while the resistance r of wire l?, be–
ing a function of the speed r = f~ (v)., must be secured
by calibration, This is &alled.inconstant current” method.
. .
.:
Sensitivity of the Electric Anemometer
,.
,. Irrespective of the method used for. restoring the
bridge balance, the form of the function which connects
the electric quantity .to be measured wit,h the speed of the
flow depends upon the angle formed by the direction of the
wire with that of the latter in accordance with the law
connecting the speed with the heat transmission Q between
wire and flow. With wire normal. to the air flow we get,
according to K~ngts formula (reference 3) and as confirmed
qualitatively in tests by many other experimenters such
as Van der Hegge Zyinen (Cf, reference 1) , and Bailey and
Simmons (R, and M. No. 1019)
-,
Q=(Fj - Elo)[b/V + c] 1
with wire parallel to air flow the result is, according to
Bailey–Simmons :
Q =“”(8_ eo)[bl v + c~e + c~] 2
where 90 is temperature of flow, and b, c, bl, cl, C2,
constants depending upon wire material, upon length of
wire 1, and its diameter.
$’ince, un~er the conditions of the speed it shpuld
afford 0.239 i-r =Q (i “iu amp., r in ohms , Q in
calorfes) , we have
)
.,,,
i2 =
(
1 r ‘W(V)- .-
ro) I[ wire’ gormal to air flow and
“(
r) F1(v, r, (’parallel to air flow, respec– (1)i~=~
— —— tivqly
rol
)
with
,.,-
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“ bJ7-F (V)” . . -—-—.- +__c’ —--—-
0:239ar o 0.239aro ~~:
. .
F1.(v,r) . -.&-&--- cl r””-—-- —— ---
0,239aro 0.239azroz
+roclaoo + rouc2 -Clro
+ —- -—--— —— . .
0.238 a2r02
-.
temperature
coeffic.ien.t
of .F)
}( 2)
,“
resistance
to tempera-
ture 8 ~)
w“her“’e r and r. represent the resistance per unit
length of wire.
. .
Formulas (I) and (2) are forthwith applicable to the
.s”erisitivityof the sys~em under. the various” conditions”
in question. The ‘fconstant resistance” method affords
ai F’ i
———— --—
sY=Yi=2TJ+2
:n
wire normal
to air flow
(3)
~i I?’lv
i i wire paral.-———- = -— —--- -_---
;i = I?l lel to
“v+; Lo+? air flow
1 bl
“constant current”while the method gives
ar (23”?7 r J a@-~o)r-—— = --—- — - x )=.----;~ wire normal to air?V F r. flow
K
1
_ar= 2F~lvr
————..-———--—
ii ~
(
r. \
-— —-1 +XAz
.r— r. FI ) wire parallelto air flow !
2 r“” !
=
-—-— ——----- /
JJ+:3 rF ‘Ir‘o’ + —––-v+:~ ——--—
%Ir–ro Fl J
With the foregoing formulas the values of ~i
(4)
.— ,..,-.-,, ,..,,.—,,,.,,. .- ., --.,. , ,— . ,.- ,,,, ..... ,.,- , —.-—. --. ,..
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(in ma) -and of br (in 10–3 ohm per cm of length of wire)
corresponding to a 10 centimeter—per—second change in
speed 8V were computed at V = “1 metier per second and
V = 10 meters per second, with a platinum wire of j~~27
.
millimeter diamete”r anti 78 millimeters l’ength.
Bayley and Simmons values for b, C, bl, Cl, and ,c~
are:
b = 3.98 x 10-7; C = 3.15 X 10-~; bl = 1.8 X 10-9;
cl = 2.46 x 10–9; CZ = 3,3 x 10–G
where V is speed (cm/see). J?or a temperature coeffi–
cient of a = 0.0024., the-results are:
By Constant Resistance Method
——.———. ____ —.—— .—_—_————————.—— -——- ——-———— -.—- ————- ——-- ——
~–
Wire normal to air flow Wire parallel to
air flow
I
6
I
10-3 amp la) (With6-80=1000)l.07 a) 0.22~ a) 0.32 0.112
I?cr6V = 10 cm/sec b) (withf3-90=1000)l.T b) 0.374 ,b) ‘o-192, 0.167
..
1 10 1 , 10
(m~s)
By Constant Current Method
Wire normal to air flow
Wire parallel to
air flow
. .
.6 ‘“ .,
..
10-3 ohm a) (With i=~O mm) 11.5 o.a3 I a) 5.2 2.2g
For 6V = 10 cm/sec b) (With i=60 IILm)162 4.7 I b)27.E? lY.E?
...-
1“”” 10 1 10
(m~s)
I . .—.
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-Examination. shows a loss. of sensitivity with increas-
ing air -speed. Further, it will be seen that the con-
stant resistance method is more sensitive than the con-
stant-current method at low speeds (equation (4)), but
that ‘the loss of sensitivity with the speed is greater by
the former than by the latter method.
Ratio of Sensitivity
First method - wire normal 4,6 Wire parallel 1.16
Second method-wire normal {i:.
~2.28Wire parallel~l.4
\
--__-._-_--___"____________________________________________
L
For the two values of i in question
so, with wire used normally it is possi%le to obtain
greater sensitivity, while with wire used parallel the
loss of sensitivity is less rapid at increasing speed V;
hence , for sufficiently high V values the second arrange-
ment is ultimately more sensitive.
TO o%viate the inconvenience of loss of sensitivity
of the anemometer, which is very rapid on very sensitive
devices, various schemes have been devised (reference 4) ,
but the results are not at all satisfactory. In this con–
nection it should be noted that the importance of research
for the purpose of obtaining a linear relationship between
the instrument reading and the air speed is based, not so
much on the possi~ility of extending in this manner the
field of velocity for which such inst~ument itself can be
used, as on the greater reliability of the results se—
cured with it when applied’to the measurement of the speed
fluctuations, as produced, for instance, in turbulent flow.
Anemometer Used for Measuring the Speed and
Direction of Air Flow
The determination of the speed implies measuring in
intensity and direction with respect to a suitable system -
of reference axes. This is achieved in simple and accurate
manner with three or four wires grouped symmetrically .
about an axis to form a triangular or squar’e pyramid hav-
ing a vertex angle of about 10o, a5 indicated in figure 2.
The wire pyramid can be made to rotate about a vertical
axis so as to assume any position in space; the insertion
of the wires into the circuit is seen in the diagrammatic
NACA Technic al Memorandum No. 1006 7
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sketch of the citcuit (fig. 3). Circuit (a) is used for
measurifig.the direction of the speed:. wire F2 or I?3
is inserted into one” arm of”a Wheatstone ’bri’dge of which
the adjacent arm is formed by wire I?l. If the wires. are -
not symmetrically inclined with respect to the direction
““of the” air flow and”’if .t.he:hr.idge was in’balance. ,a$ zero
saeed, the ”bridge,w’ill he:out of balance I?eca”use of the
.d”ifferencb in booli~g “o~ the wires..’ ‘To:restore:the %al-
ante’ the’ pyramid..htistbe”rotated: about’”:O so that its
axis is’along”the direc”ti’on of the.flow.:” Circuit (b-)“is
used. for me’asuring’’the speed of flow; ‘-The two wires I?l
and “’~a placed” i“n series form the same,,arm of’a.Whets-
tone bridge and the’ s.peed.:is.‘rneasv.reiiby either one of-the
two methods explained” abov~. The9ensitivity ,of the,i.n-
strument with respect t.b direction of speed depends upon
radius and length”’of wires , and angle e. al’ong”.which they
are “arranged. I?roiothe’ data relativ@ to those considered
first and for El = 20° (corresponding to the conditions
of optimum se”nsit’ivity f-or wind along the- dir”ecti.on of the
axis of the pyramid”) foll~ws the’ difference “in ~es.’istance
6r of the two wires for an inclination of .cp~degrees
of the speed above this axis, 5 r = 200 x 10– q ohms
practically independently of speed of air flew.
.
If the flow is two–dimensional the direction can also
be measured by a method suggested” by’,Th.omas (reference 5)
and developed by Burgers (reference 6),’ This method also
makes use of two. wir”es :Fl and ‘F2; ~but iustead of being
set at an angle they are placed parallel and very close
together, If the air is normal to the plane of the two
wipes , bo:th are cooled: alike; hence they, o“f”fe.rthe: same
resistance and, ‘when’insekted into the oppos”i.tea,rqs of a
“Wheatston’e bridge, do not put it oat of,balance. If, on
t-he‘other “hand, the wind.,.although it is’ normal to the.’
plane-of “both wires , is,.inclined. wit:h respect to the plane
of the wires, the unsymmetry of th~ field of”velocity
about them does not cause a difference in ceoting. The
result is an unbalance of t:he br~dge.,:wh”ic.hcan be coun-
teracted only by a rotation”of the,mechanism.supporting
,t.heanem.ometri:c.wires so that. the pla.r.e of ;the wir.e.sis
n“orfm”a’1.to “’~hef:low. kc.c’or’d.img to.Bux;gs’rs (l’oc”. c.it.)
the ‘sensit.ivit.y :of this instru~emt .:~i..~hplatinum-iridium
wires of .12*9m~ll-ime,t.er:s length and. Q,015 diameter. ,
space-d”0.052 mil’lftie%,erapar t,,tit q speed. oZ.,-1000.centi-
meters per seco”n.d,is:.. - ,: :..:
...’ ..
. .
..
,.
,.
,’. ..’
— —
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The difference ‘-inresistance Sr of the wires as a,
result of the slepe ef the wind depends” i,na small measure
upon its speed.
The minor disturbances which the electric. anemometer
produces in tile field of velocity about a tes”t point, the
convenience of application, the great sensitivity at low
speed together with a minimum of inertia, render the ane-
mometer particularly suitable for wake e.xplorat$on,. for
obtaining the field of flow in boundary layers , etc. , and
in fact ~ among the mor-e recent applications , it suffices
to mention A. Fage - L. J?. G. Simmons (Phil. Trans. 225,
1925), “An Investigation of the Flow of Air areund an
Aerofoil of Infinite Span;t’ L. F. Simmons -A. F. C,
Brown, “An Experimental Investigation of Boundary Layer
Flow, with Special Reference to Methods of Detecting Tran-
sitional Regions;ff P.+ anti M. no. 1547, NOV. 1934; Van
der Iiegge Zyinen, ‘tMeasurement of the Velocity Distribution
in the Boundary Layer along a Plane Surface (Thesis Delft ,
1924), etc.
ELECTRIC ANEMOMETER FCX3 MEASURING THE FLUGTU~TIONS OF AIR-
SPEED IN TURBULENT FLOW
Errors Due to Thermal Lag
The application of hot-wire anemometers, however, of
first interest and importance for the purposes of study of
the dynamics of fluids is without doubt that used in the
determination of rapid and irregular fluctuations of air–
speed in turbulent flow where any other type of anemometer
is absolutely unsuitable,
. . .
,.
The feasibility of making measurements of ~.his kind
with a hot-wire anemometer is readily apparent from .a
glance at figure 1, by visualizing the turbulence isotropic
and wire F placed normal to the air flew. The fluctua-
tions of the airspeed induce similar variations in ,the re-
sistance of the wire. Hence , every. fluctuation in ,speed
defines a variation in drqp of potential acress the ends
of ‘F, or, which amounts to the same “t:hing, across the
arms C and D of the bridge. Hence , if this oscillating
drop of Rotential, say by ,M is applied to a thermic,
voltmeter or to a cathode-ray oscillograph the average
square of the fluctuations or an oscillogram can be oltai”ned
which defines the variations of AV with respect to time,.
NACA Technical Memorandum N:o. “’1006 9
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no matter how fast or”.irregular it may be. But , in order
to proceed from the records of the instrument to the fluc–
tuations of speed, or at least to its characteristic mag—
nitude , it is necessary that &V %e proportional at any
instant to the spee:d”fluctuations causing if . As first
consequence of these conditions it appears at once that
the length of the,anemorneter wire “must “be very small com-
pared “to what Tayl’o”rcalls the lfaverage size of the eddy’t.
in direction parallel to.the .tur%ulend,e wire which takes
part in the turbulent diffusion. In oth”er words, where
R(y) .denoteg the correlation coefficien~” .between the
velocity fluctuations “.V at two poin%s-iri the same plane
normal to V, distance y apart , &rid ‘:
wire length 1 must be small cempared to .L, whence the
velocity fluctuations for all 1 can be considered in
complete correlation with each other.
In the opposite case a correction faet,or is ebtained,
as demonstrated by Dryd,en (reference 7) , because, of the
mean square average of the vel”oci”ty fluctuations in the
specific case of isotropic turbulence in question. .
K=
The inference from
.,
.,
.—.—
————_____ ______
~~-;-:-$.(y)dy’
(5) -
0’
the rapid drop of. R(y) with y is
that wire lengths of sligitly.mo~e than 2“millimet~rs
might be difficult to use (Ziegler , reference (8) used
wires of 1 mm length!). It is obvious therefore .that, to
assure adequate sensitivity of the instruments , the diam-
eter must be verysmall. Even so, the temperature .0 of
the wire does not assume at every instance the value 0 ~
which would correspond, under speed conditions , te the
actual value of the airspeed, but far small fluctuations
in comparison to the average the. temperature is related
to it by’the equation
,,.
(6)
1 —
‘-1
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4,2 6 S2 C(e - eo)
where. M = -——-–--— (7)
p iz
8 being the density of material of wire F, c its spe-
cific heat value , p the resist ivity; !3 the mean tem–
perature value of the experimental wire, S the area of
cross section, and 00 again the temperature of the
flow. Dryden (reference 9) found from equation (7) that,
when cl(t) is expanded in a Fourier series, the effec-
tive temperature value 0 at any instant is also ex-
pressed by means of a Fourier ‘series as harmonics of the
same frequency as those of 91, but the amplitudes e
and the phases of the harmonics themselves are not equal
.. to the values corresponding to those of el; although
the amplitude of the harmonics of frequency np/2n for
e is equal to the amplitude an of the corresponding
I
harmonic of 01 divided by 1 + na pa Ma, while its
phase is equal to the phase of the latter reduced by
(tan–l) n p M. The result is that the constant M char-
acterizes the thermal lag of the wire, and since for small
fluctuations of 0 it may be considered that proportional
fluctuations of the speed of air flow correspond to them,
it is deduced that any fluctuation in V is reproduced
with a distortion which is so much greater as the said
variation is richer in harmonics at high frequency and
relatively high amplitudes. Tn fact, the turbulent fluc–
tuations have no specific frequency nor can they %e split
up as for any periodic motion, but it is khown from the
impossibility of the anemometer to faithfully follow a
uniform and continuous variation of the air , if it i$
very rapid, that it is also impossible to reproduce ac-
curately a rapid non-uniform pulsation. It has been ,yos-
sible, however, to give another an,d perhaps more comPre-
hensive expression to the foregoing results’, one which
adheres more closely to the turbulent ‘phenomena. With
h denoting the ltwave lengthtl “of a .yulsation which appe~
in the turbulent fluctuation the “mean-square average ‘nt2,
with Dryd-en “(reference 10); can he &.,xpresse.dby
(Q)
where U’l is a function of X, The mean-square average
of the pulsations measured by the anemometer is instead,
in accordance with the foregoing.
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03
—---
J U2Xd xu ‘12 ..= ----’—-.——---. .
~l+M2 u2/x2 ..
(if U is the”speed of the flnw)so that the known
theorem of the average is expressed with
03 . . .
———-
u’1~ =
. I
uvxdh ““
“ Al
(9)
where Xl is a suitable value of k. According to
(9) it appears that the effect of the thermal lag ef the
wire is to suppress any pulsatie”ns the wavelength of
which is inferior to a.given value of xi. Hence the
error of the instrument is
..
[,
hi._
-—- -—-.
A= U12 2—u’~= U2 ~ah
o.
(lo)
and, if Al is, smal”l enough,
A‘(’s9,=0“1
-—-
Now, if we accept for U2X the function defined by
,.
Dryden (reference 10)
.— UI 2 1U2. = —-— —--——--—-—-”-——-———————-—----
A
L [h[’)--:-+ k&)m’2] 2
,.,
. . .
..: . . .. .
:.
.>..
.. .. .,,,
with a=~= constant. ‘is obtained, “’ ., i ..
Therefore, let A xl
——— = a —.
———
U12 L
. I
I
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‘: On the other hand, Al certainly is dependent upon
M, since it cancels with it , and because $t signifies
the wavelength it must likewise contain the turbulent
—
.— .
velocity #uVE.. Hence Xl = %Mu, b %eing a dimension-
less constant (since M has the dimensions of time)
and u =fi. Hence ‘“
A iiu
--- = c --
-—-
L
~12
with c constant . But , according to Taylor (reference
11) and Karman (reference 12), it is
C2U
——
v’L
where v is the coefficient of viscosity of the fluid
at A, a constant , and E is the size of the smallest
eddies taking part on the turbulence , defined by
where R(y) is the correlation coefficient between the
speed fluctuations originally in question; whence follows
A M
---
---
= c1 v --
Uta C2
or , with d as wire diameter and the formula substitut-
ing for M, since i2 is approximately proportional to
s:
()AAd2=== =UY2 : (11)
, in other words, since the error due to the thermal
~~.g of the hot wire is small, the wire diameter itself
must be very small in com~rison to the size”s of the
smallest eddies participating in the turbulent diffusion.
The same formula indicates how the diameter of the wire
should be changed in similar fiekds to obtain the same
error , and how, in the same field, the error varies ac–
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cc ording to the position “of the poin,t in wh,ich the tur–
bulent fluctuations “are m’eas-ured. It is ‘seen particu–
larly that , ‘since” E decreases (reference 13) on ap–
preaching the walls, the, error committed with a given
anemometer increases, discounting any other circumstances.
And since, as
(reference 7) ,
is shown by the more recent exper”imehts
the radius of curvature of the diagram
defining R(y) as function of
y=o,
y. is quite small for
the reason for the .ex.tre.methinness of the wires
used in measurements of this kind is readily apparent.
It is sufficient to state that Taylor in his recent ex-
periments (reference 11) used platinum wires of 1 mllli–
meter length and ().0()25millimeter diameter! But even
this thinness is insufficient in the majority of cases
to assure a negligible value of the, error.
Compensating Circu’its for Reducing the
‘Thermal Lag in the Anemometer
Fortunately the reduction of A can be achieved by
a method other than action on the wire diameter, as in–
dicated by Dryden (reference 9); it is based on the fol–
lowing principle: Assume that PI and P~ are two
points directly connected with the arms C and D of
a Wheatstone bridge comprising the hot wire (fig. 1) and
that PI and P= are connected to a resistance Ro.
For the fluctuations of the resistance r of the ane—
mometer wire produced by the harmonic oscillations of the
air speed of frequency p/21-r, t~lere is generated between
PI and F’a a difference in potential and variable by
the same law of variation of r. If these same points
are connected with a circuit comprising a resistance R1
and an inductance L of the resistance R2, the variable
current flowing through the said current will be
i = ——--—--eQ—-——-—
Rl+R2+ip L
hence t-he difference in,potential between P2 and ‘P
- is el = (R= ~ i-p L)j (j = intensity of current ).’ From
this follows the ratio between el and e2 at:
J
———— -—_.—————
.el 132+ i p L 1 + p2L2/R22 ,
—- = ———_________ = . _ ‘___ e
‘2 Rl+R2+ ip’L
~(-$”~-;~’”:-?? 1’”
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e = (tan-l). -
pL/R ~
1 + R2/Rl + p2L2&~l
The ratio of amplitudes El and Ez of
therefore is
E2
[
.--— -- —-- —
1 + p2L2/Ba2
.
hence it is assumed’ L/R’ = M since
E2 1
--- = .-—-----
---— -
~,2 ~ + M2p2
if. Ela is the amplitude defining
.,,.
E ~ 1
-—- = -.——-.——
(11)
zero thermal lag
is obtained, where
M
Ml <._
——
1 + RJR2
and e2
(12)
(13)
Rl
Now —+1 is a constant factor;
R2
it only reduces the
amplitudes of any harmonics existing in air fluctuations
in constant manner; hence, if compared to (12) with [:1),
it “follows forthwith that by arranging the ciccuit
R ~, R2) and taking the potential drep across P2 and ‘P,
the thermal lag from M to M~ can be reduced, that is ,
Ha
in the ratio —--- but the sensitivity is reduced at
RI -I-R2’
at the same time in the same ratio. The error in phase
NACA Technical Memorandum No. 1006 15
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however , is not reduced in the same measure and, in
fact , the phase displacement given in advance by the
compensating circuit is
FM
0 = ...— ....——.- ---
1 + R2/Rl+ p M L/Rl
while the lag due te thermal lag is el = ‘p M > 0; hence
there remains a residuary error’
R2 pML
-- + -—--
RI RI
pM -———-——- —-.———
1 + p !&J + E2
1 ‘R ~
which increases with the frequency ~px of the fluctua-
tions. It is important to note, however, that, in ac-
cordance with the results Of the preceding investigation
such an error in phase has no effect on the determination
of the mean—square average of the turbulent oscillations.
A compensating circuit similar to the one just de–
scribed was used’by Ziegler (reference 14). It differed
from Drydenls circuit in that he,arranged a capacitance
C (fig. 4a) on RI in shunt instead of in series with
RI,
Amplifying Circuit for Studying Turbulent Flows
Thus it is easy to understand the possibility of
reduction to a minimum of the thermal lag of the hot
wire , a reduction which finds its limitation in the im-
possibility of,amplifying the voltage fluctuations be–
tween PI and P2 beyond a certain value, without in-
curring other equally serious causes of error. because of
excessive amplification. At the same time the necessity
for resorting t~ such amplification is recognized. Am–
plification is further dictated by the short wire length
and the relatively small velocity fluctuations ordinarily
produced. Every hot wire anemometer is therefore fitted
with a suitable amplifying circuit. SUCII amplifier
should meet the following requirements: it must give
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a high degree of amplification (the voltage fluctuations
produced in the wire are of the order of millivolts and
ultimately reduced to les’s than a ‘th’o”usa”ndthpart o“f’the
compensation! The’ ratfbs ef~multip’li”cat’ion required are
therefore of the order of 10 without “p”f~ducing distor-
tion. The two readings should he independent of the
frequency of fluctuations and the multiplication ratio
should be constantwith time. These ‘conditions, which
are somewhat conflicting, make the design of an ampli—
fier rather difficult, and the resulting wiri.pg diagram
appears quite complicated, as exemplified in Drydenls
circuit (fig. 5) (reference 15) an-d-Ziegler’s hookup
(fig. 6)% (reference 14).” The latter’a’lso indicates the
device for the experimental determination of the instru-
ment ‘s sensitivity under high-frequency fluctuations.
It com~rises an alternating-current generator of low po–
tential with frequency variable from a few to 15,000
cycles . This alternating current is superimposed on
the censt~iit current heating the wire and,ontheating the
wire, causes a variation of its resistance in perfectly
.
similar manner to that corresponding to the fluctuations
of the airspeed. From the comparison of,the oscillo-
gram’s secured”at the amplifier output with those ascribed
to the hot wire follows its capacity, to reproduce .os.cil–
lations o“fhigh freq’uen,cy’;hence an indication of’ ft.s
thermal lag. “The compensating circuit RI) ,R2, C,, in
Zieglerfk diagram’rnat;icsketch is m“ounted ahead, of, the.
amplifier; whereas’Drydenls circuit’ (Rl, R2, L) appears
inserted in an intermediate stage of the, amplifier. it—
self. There” is’no” doubt but that, the latter hookup is
less advantageous,’ Since the oscillations of the tension
generated in the hot ’wire are already attenuated in the
compensator before reaching the’ first amplifying stage;
the disturbances produced in it which are superposed on
them have a relatively great weight, which is not lowered
in the succeeding stages inasmuch as the latter are am-
plified in the same ratio a~ the former.
Determination of the Correlation Coefficient of the
Speed I?luctuations in Isotropic. Turbulence
In’ isotropic ””turbulence studies the determination of
the am@litude-of turbulent fluctuations. is not sufficient
for a characterization’ of the turbulence, but..requires,
in addition, the extent ofvariation in the correlation
coefficieii: .“R(y)” between the f.luctuatfogs at two points
distance: “y apart, whic~ can be achieved with.’the elec—
.. .
.—
I
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,, tric anemometer by arranging in a plane- normal to the
mean current two identical wires traversed by an’ elee-
tric current of equal intensity and applying -the’sum of
or the difference of potential drop, produced in them
to an, amplifier with an identical. compensating’ circuit ,
as, ,for example, that of Dryden (fig,. 5) according to
the diagrammatic sketch, (fig, 7’), which illustrates’ the
circuits used by Dryden, Schubauer , etc. , in turbulence
studies in wind tunnels .. .Then if ‘eI and e= are the
instantaneous potential drop across the two wires and ,,
U1 and U2 the speed fluctuations in the same instant
in correspondence with the two wires and if the thermal
lag is sufficiently small, it affords (13ryden, Schubauer,
etc., 10C. cit.):
el + e= = k(ul+ U2); el-e~= k(ul–u2)
where the reading HI and Ha by thermal type milli–
ammeter in the output of the amplifier can be expressed
with
—.-— -- --- .——— ———.-
2 = k(U12 + ‘2Hl = k(ul + U~) 2 + 2 “al U2)
——-. ___ -———
Ha = k(ul~ -I-U22 – 2 UIU2)
(the bars signify average values); whence
—.- —-
since obviously fi~~ = U22 = u2.
Taylor , on the other hand, determined R(y) by pass-
ing the currents generated in the arms of two !~heatstone
bridges - each containing a hot wire , suitably amplified
and compensated — in the coils of an electrody.namometer ;
the resulting deflection is directly propor,,tioned,to
----
.-
—.
.U1U2
u~uz, and in ‘this way ~--- can” be determined. Since ,
U2
however, when y is very small “and the “correlation coef-
ficient. closely approaches unity, the determination of
1-R= by this method (on which the curvature of R(y)
depends , as previously stated, in relatiOn to. Y for
Y = o) is somewhat inaccurate?. Taylor (reference 11)
suggested the following interesting method for the direct
1- —
..
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measurement ‘o,* 1 — R2,: The vert,ices. A; B and C, D .of
two Wheat stqne bridges carrying t,w.ohot wires” FI and:’ )?2
are connected t-a twe rhqgmetric. Wike,s;in the @a’n’netishown
itifiguie 8; the two identical bridge’s’ are balanced ‘by the
mean’ resistance of. the- wirces’and” so the medium. te~nsions of
A, B,- C,and D .are..equa.l.:”At’ a point ‘E, .6nA.3 arid at a
po”int H on, CD” the. predetermined .tefisions el and ea
are applied across. a suitable. amplif.ier”’to a milliammeter
the readings of-which are” then.”proporti’onal to
(~-~-~~)2: “Then e, =uE1; ea = @2” if .Xl”,:anil E2
aye th~ instantaneous potentials of :’A”- a~d..”3; and “ap
the ratios accord ing. tq.which the. wires ,.AB and CD are
divided by ‘E and by H. Hence the reading 1, on the
mill iammeter is
I = k(cz2E12 +’@a2 - 2 a ~ ElE2)
On the” other” hand., since each of the two wires is suitably
compensated,
. . .
E 1.=au l;. .E2 = a U2.
hence ..
---- ———
—— -—-
U1U2 E1E2Ry = ~. = z.e~ 9 with E12 ==E22
u E12
so that
. . ..
—-—
—--
1 = k(u2E12 + P2Ea2 – 2 a’~ R E12)”=k E12(a2 i- 132- 2 a P R)
Consequently, if the correlation coefficient R %e-
tween the fluctuations at the points where the wires are
arranged is 1, it is possible to find for any point E
taken on AB ,.another point H on CD so that by varying
their potentials according to arbitrary law the meter,
reading M.. is..ze,ro, provided that a = ~.
.,
If R is not equal ta ‘unity I is minimum for
$ = aR. and for this value of @ , I rnin = .k,,Ela,, CL2(1-R2).
On the other hand, if 12 is the meter reading M when
~ =.0, or H coincides with Q, 12 = k U2E12 for which -
,.. . .. .. .:.,”” ..”.
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Determination of Correlation Coefficients between the
Velocity Fluctuations in Non-isotropic Turbulent &lows
If the turbtilence is not isotropiq.the number of
quantities characterizing it increases considerably and
the devices described in the foregoing are no lcnger
practical, neither have there been found ways and means
as far as I know, for an experimental solution of the
problem. It .shoul~,therefore be interesting to see how
this selfsame instrument with.severai wires grouped to
form the edges of a pyramid with a small vertex angle
previously used for measuring the mean (vectorial) speed
can ,lead, in conjunction with devices and equipment con-
sidered necessary for the study of turbulent flows , to the
complete solutien of the tensor of the turbulent flow,
that is, the mean-square averages ~T=, ~TZ, ~~z of the
fluctuations between the three velocity components and
-.—— ____ __L_
the average’values of the products UIVI, V’w’, U’w’.
Take , for the sake of simplicity, the case of two–
dimensional turbulence .$o~ which it is sufficient to eon–
s.ider three single,wires :Fl, l?~, 3’; grcuped so that
plane FlF2 is orthogonal to plane F1 F3 . Inserting
FI in the usual manner (fig. 9) normal to air flow causes
1.1 to give ;TZ. Then insert the two wires ~1 and F2
in the arms of a W.heatstone bridge (fig. 10) and apply the
difference of.potential between the arms C and D, pro–
duced in consequence of,,t.hevelocity fluctuations in plane
FlF2 suitably compensated and amplified to a thermal-type
milliammeter; the reading 12 is directly proportional to
the mean–square average ;7= of the angul”ar fluctuations
of the direction of the instantan”eo~s velocity with- respect
to its mean direction.
Hence follows ~~~ = UZ ~~~, ‘where IJ is mean v&-
locity.
1.
Lastly, dhspose wires F1 and r3 in series on one
arm of the bridge. The variatian of the resistan-ce Sr
of the ,)?,lF3 system by. the small angle formed with the
i,nstantan~ous direc~io.n .“ofthe wind is at every instant
~r=aul-t-b v!,” where a and b are’ constari”ts for’
each pair of wires, while an eventual component w! of
the velocity fluctuation does not alter r if w! is
small , since fbr it the resistance F3 decreases as
that of I?I increases . Hence the reading on the milli-
ammeter is given by
. ,... ””.—-(..! . ( ,,, , .(------
I.
20- NAGA.2e.chnical ..~eqoFan~ym..,,N~ =.-.lo:~6. ... .
.——— —..—
1 = k(a, ut+b..yF) 2.= k(a~ ut2+b2_+2 a ~u!. v!.) ,.
,, .. .
~nd’~’~th “ .,,,.- .-, - .. .? -,. . . .... .... .
ll=. k~; Ia . k,=”
T’~’11’5
R= --+-- -—. . —- -——
It should be interesting to note.
.,,
1.2
—
.-
I.l.
.
alsn that “the ther -
nal lag of the two-wire srs,tem, for example , F1 and F2
used in the determination of ~~ , is still the same one
corresponding to a single wire, as, for example, of F1
used for measuring ~%. And, in fact , by this very meth-
od of Burgers (1oc. cit i), ~
where C is the heat capacity of the wires assumed equal
for both, and .%, rl; il, QI are, respectively, the tem-
perature , reslstancej heating current , heat transferred
by Fl, and QI 6bviously a function of the air velocity,
temperature of the’ wire and”of the inclination of u to–
ward the wire.
..
.Then, if r“’l is the value of rl that should cor–
respond to permanent conditions , the instant~,leous values
of U and of” al we get , supposing ‘rl – r,z .to be
small. of the first order:
and a’nalogous”l”yfor Fz ““
.“
. . . . .,,. .
which, after’ subtract ”fng t%e first fi”om “t”hesecond and
ignor”ing ‘the’sma’11 quantities “of the’ ofd%ri a%tie the first:
.. . .
—.
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c–~ (e; -e~) =-’ 0.478 i “r ~C(r2–r l)-(ral-rl’)J
,’
,.
Or indicating ‘“
1?. dr ‘
rz — rl = r; r’.%-r 1 = rl ;(r .-r’)=__‘.--
dt
where M ‘is a“g”ainequation (7) and which is identical
with (6). , ‘.
It should be stressed again that the above possibil-
ity of measuring
– %y hot–wire anemometer - the average
————
value U’v’ affords a useful check by the great complex-
ity of the methods of measurement , of the operation @__
the anemometer itself in as much as the same value ~lvl
in two–dimensional turbulence can be accurately and safely
secured by simply measuring the pressur”e drop.
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT I?OR MEASURING HYDRODYNAMIC ACTIONS
The present analysis is restricted to the electric
equipment itself and specifically {o one piece of equip—
ment which is altogether new and originaL, namely, the
electric dynamometer with condenser in its application to
the prediction of constant forces and rotating forces.
.
Condenser-Type Electric Dynamometer
It is known that the firce~ exerted on a body in its
motion relative to the flow are experimentally secured in
wind–tunnel tests and afford the three components of the
resultant force and of the moments. In aeronautical re-
search it involves the determination of the aerodynamic
ac-tions not only on models stationary in the tunnel stream
but also on’models that ”~rot,ateabout an axis ~arallel to
the direction’ of “the air stream, thus reproducing the phen-
omenon of spin. Now, while the ~orces on a stationary
model with fixed position in spcae can be measured with a
normal weight ~alance , on a rotating B’ody where the ‘forces
acting on it rotate with it , these forces can’not be equi-
librated by a balance with axes fixed in space and hence
vary continuously in position with respect’ .to the forces.
The condenser-type dynamometer refe’rre~ to was de–
signed by the Turin Aerodynamics Laboratory foe the pur—
.-
1 .
,,, .—.— —. —.
I
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pose of defining the aerodynamic actions on airfoils. and
aircraft models rotating in’.the wind tunnel. -The ap’~a-
ratus is also suitable for measuring the censtant forces
acting on a stationary model; although the weight balance
has proved more satisfactory for this particular ptirpose.
The electrical part of the dynamometer was designed and
“tianufactured.by the AllocchioA3acchini company of Milan.
!l!heprinciple on which the instrument is based is
as follows: The’force F to be measured, applied at “P
is transmitted, say by a cable, for example, to the plate
Al of a condenser C, the other plate A2 being solid-
‘ly’attached to a frame (fig. 12). The force 1? changes
the s“ta”teof tension,” hence of the deformation ‘of the’
metal plate which constitutes Al and-consequently in-
duces a tiariation in the capacity c of C, when the”
relative distance of Al and Aa is changed. If F iS
constant , this variation of c remains constant also,
but, if F rotates at angular velocity w a% out P, the
force at every instant transmitted by Al has the inten-
sity F cos a = F COS u.)t; hence it produces a sinusoidal
variation of the di’stance between Al and Aa. Since Al
is very rigid relative to the applied force, the variation
in capacity at every instant can %e kept approximately
proportional to the “vahiation of d, and so to F or
F cos (IJt.
The application of the above principle to-the measure-
ment of the aerodynamic forces ha”s been used for several
years by the French Aeronautical Research Section in the
1.80-meter wind tunnel at Paris (reference 16), but the
realization of this principle as applied there permits
only the measurement of constant forces for which, as a
matter of factj riumer’ous other, dev”ices’, s“impler; more sen-
sitive , and more accurate are available. The essential
characteristic of the Turin co”ndenser-type dynamometer, on
the other hand, is ~that it @nati”lesmeasuring of the rot’at-
ing forces. It is opporturia in this respect to “state that
up to the present there is’ o’n-lyone ba”lance su’itab’l-,e“for
this purpose., an& it is ‘of t“h-e“completely mechanical type;
and that is of “.tlie5–foot vertical tu”nnel”of ‘the”NACA
(reference 17) , which is more com~licated ~d use an”d t,o”‘
build, aside” from certa’iris“eri’ousdif”ficul’ties of adapta–
fion to a“herizotital tu’mnel’i’ “ : - :
. . . .
,.
“...
.Operating:Cir,c:uit . ~~
: Ili-gure13 is a diagrammatic” sketch of the dynamometer
. ,.,..
.’
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coridenser C to whit’h the” constan”t or ro’ta”ting force F.
is transmitted forms part of an o“sc-illating cir:cuit 01
coupled loosely to a high frequency (106 cycles) generator
o The oscillations in 02 excite oscillations in O1.
U~~er otherwise identical conditions the Current, in OJ?
and hence the potential dro’p across C,,is a function only
6f its capacity c, er “of th& d“istance d between:A”l.and
AZ. Then the diagram, the ordinate Af which gives’’the
potential drop T across Al and Aa and the abscissa
the capacity ~ of 01 has an aspect perfectly analogous
to that of the resonance curve of circ-uit 01 (fig, 14),
which shows a maximum H at that value do of d for
which 01 is under conditions of resonance excited by 02:
or., if X is the value of the capacity of 01
do
for d =
and L the inductance of., 01 ....
.-. ,..
Co=l ——-——
‘e 211
where
‘e is the pulsation of the oscillations in 02.
The diagram also shows two deflection points HI and H2
for two values dl and da of d, in proximity of which
a suitably small given variation of d, (d!’~ - dl; dll-dl)
obviously defines the maximum variaticn AV of the poten-
tial drop across, Al and 42. “And since the resonance
curv@ at these points can be likened to its tangent, the”
variations Ad of d define variations proportional to
AV : AV =“kAd,
,.,
.,
The ’’instrum&nt is s,tidesigned t’hat the capacity ~
of the circuit 02 .i$’the capacity c
C aS weli as the’ capacity c1
of the ,condenser
nf another variable .cen—
denser Cl ‘mounted in parallel;” the latter is regulated
in such a way that the’ total capacity, when no force is
transmitted to C, is precisely equal to that at one of
the deflection points of the resonance curve, This res-
ults” in the twofold advantage of operatirig”’under condi—
tions of maximum sensitivity (maximum k) and of “securi-
ng” a linear ‘relation between the forces applied at C,
which it is desired t~ measure; and the variation of ‘the
po{ential drop ac?ross the condenser Plates wh”ich they
produce. ., ..
,,,
‘The ,AV is applied, therefore, -between grid and “.
filament of the electrbn tube T. The @id tif the latter
~S .negat,ively charged; therefore , when” ..02 does not
operate and no .osc~llations are excited at 01, no cur-
‘rent is “produced in the plate circuit of T., With ~11
and with V! are indicated further the amplitudes of the
I
,, .
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.
‘., ,,. ,.
‘%e’tween t.lie”-’plates‘of”cdndenser C .whic.halternating” %MF,””<
are produce’d ‘Iwlie:nthe di$ta’nce”- d Betye’en them assu’m.e.s
the maximum axial,“minimum” aflmiss’i”bl”e.values of’ dtl~ and dtl,
the tensiori,’of th:e grid ‘“Vg resulting from that of the
.. . ..,.,.,
..
polarization and :the super pos ed alternating tens ion., reaches
a value approximating to zero, when the amplitude of the.
alternating tension i.s equal to v!! (fi’ge 15), while it
reaches the .val~e corresponding a“pproxirnately to the lower
corner ‘o*the characteristic dynamic grid plate of the
tube when the difference in alternating potential applie’d
to the tube is equal to V!. Then it is readily apparent
that the anodic current Ia in the plate circuit of tube
T will, in the two extreme cases considered, have the asp-
ect of that of figure 15, whence the mean intensity of
the said current will depend unequivocally, upon the,capac-
ity of the condenser C, and therefore on the, force F
applied to it. Suppose, for the present, that F is con-
stant; then c will be constant also and the current in
the anodic circuit of T will in successive instants have
the form indicated in figure 16, that is, it will be rep-
resented %y a family of curves of half waves , all positive
and of equal amplitude and high frequency. In order to
measure the mean value of said current , the tube T is
mounted in series with a resistance RI (fig. 13) and in
parallel with respect ta twb other resistances R2 and
R3 hooked up-in series, at the ends of which a constant
potential drop H is applied. Thus, “T, Rl, and Ra, R3
form the arms of a Wheatstone bridge, while the other arm
carries a high resistance voltmeter between points A and
B. The valves of the resistance and of the potential drop
H are so regulated that the potential of A is equal to
that at B when the Gurrent in the anodic circuit of T
has the value of the capacity c of condenser C for
“F = o.
.,
Then , since the potential of B can be assumed con-
stant , the potential drop across A and B, that is, the
reading of voltmeter Gc, depends solely upon the vari-
ation of the meanpotential of A and hence of force F.
Now the variation AC of the capacity of C- -is propor-
tional to F, while that of AVg of the grid of, T is
proportional to AC; but that of the half waves ‘which
constitute their ,amplitude is such that their,mean value
is not proportional to AV
~.
““andto l?; ‘however, the
sh-ifting of the relation of simple prbp”6rt.ionality %etween
~la)rn and @ is small .en6ugh in the enti.re,interval of
the values of ‘F for which the instrument is desi,gned, so
that no appreciable loss of sensitivity ,occur.s.
——-—— ...——
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If the foreetransmi~ted te ,condenser C is not con–
stant.; but varies acc!brding to the law F} = N cOs w t, -
the amplitude of”:the plate current intube T vari-es also
conformably to
,,.
‘“”1~ = Im.+,acoswt “’ .“ (14)
the mean value lm of Ia depends upon the initial ca-
pacity of condenser C, whiie the variation of Ia from
its mean ,Walue, that is, a, depehd6 upon the amplitude
of the .var”iation of the condenser capticity and hence On
l?. In consequence, there is a potential drop D across
the ends of resistance Rl, the amplitude of which is
readily apparent ftom (14). D is further amplified and
applied at an ~lectronic voltmeter with maximum value ,
whose reading gives the maximum variation .of I and. hence
depends solely upon t-he intensity F of ~1,
IJlectric Circuit of the Dynamometer (fig. 18)
All the input ~ircuits both of plate and grid and of
“the filaments of the electron tubes are in alternating
current suitably transformed and rectified; appropriate
regulating valves assure constant charging voltage in grid
and plate , while a rheostat inserted in the feed circuit
enables a constant value during the wh~le operation. The
instrument is designed for six measuring condensers , a
type hereinafter indicated in the text with the symbol Cn.
The condensers are connected to the instrument by shi,elded
flexible cable. Each Cn is hooked ‘in series, to a sm”all
variable condenser Mn, so that it is’possibie., by. proper
M hefare each test,adjustment o“f to render the capacity
of the circuifs ~“f the six metering c~ndensers equal to
one anothePb The insertion ~f each one inte the detector
circuit 01 is simply then a maneuver with the ‘meter (5).
In order to assure “that detector 01 in the absence
of force F, has the capacity. Cn corresponding “to the
deflection point on theresonance curve, ‘a variable con-’
denser C! hooked up in series with ,Cn and two small
fixed capacities I)z and D2 in parallel, can be. omitted
or “inserted by me”ans of contacts (4) and (41); 332. is
inserted and condenser C I regulated so that when insert—
ed while Dl is omitted, no c.hq.ngein the milliammeter.
reading occurs (’6), (it’”i ~’”n, zcates “the plate voltage Ia
in 01), Under these, conditions. the total capacity of 01
has a well-defined value ‘Xl, which is obtainable from
-. —
.; ..
., . .. . .“.” . .. ~...:,.::.
., ....J’..
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tie res”~nance CUrYe , by: ‘plb”ttin”~:the stra”i’ght:..li.ne~ara:llel
to the axis of the abscissas on which the curve. .itsel”f,cuts
the segment representing the capacity of D1. Now , if the :
‘fixed capacity D2, “whic~ i’s‘exa”’ctily,.equal to X1 - Xl is
omitted,, the capacity of 01 is so plotted that in each
cas”e it>will hav~’-tlie Yaltie’tha$’ ce’rresp”onds”to. the’.deflec–
tion p.o,int”“on-the resonance .cupve., .,,, ., , ,.
!..
.:,:
TO as sure ‘t~i~rne,.‘cons,t,a.nc~in the. dy.narn.ometer “ie.adink.s,
it .is ObV>OUS,ly n,ece,~sa~j t@,t arnp.litudeeand ‘freque~cy of
the os.c.ill~tions..of O.1.,.corre’’spon”dto.the” .yalue X ~ of“.
i-ts capacity to..re.m”airicoris”tant with .re$p,ec,,t,” b t“im.e:..,,F,:?r
this. re”as’on,the~tisb.il.lati.ons a,r,e’”,,not,pr.o.du.ce;d..“djire.c t:l.y,i h
.the.-circuit “0,2 ..i~o.uple;d:“1’o.os.elywi,t,h’“:,,o,1~’
trolled in O’a
,’bu~<are con-
by. a boo.st.er”.&,&n.er’ator”,.~ .’.,.It.s.,OS’Ci,’lla–
tions with constant fieqtiericy assured ‘by ‘quartz ‘crys”tal Q
inserted in the grid circuit, are transmitted to 02
across resonance ~rnplifier ,o~.. , ...... ; ,
. . . ....
. Va.r.y.ingwith. condenser 3, t.hq .d?g~e,e e.f,t:uning he-
‘tween..the’,tw.o, c~up~.ed cir”cbits yafie~’ ,t,he’-~atie ofl.“ampl.i-
f icat i.[fi,.thus.make.s,it”~oss,ibl,e lio kee~. t:he“?,s.gi”ll.a~:~.~ns.
in .O,1”’con~ta’nt a“~.d~n.ifor.rn“as ‘is,“net’es.sa,:y”for ti,liecor-
rect.,,op”e:rat’ionof’ the ~inst.tiument.. “. “~ ,..., , ,:
..
. .
FQr zieasur,ing forces the’ intensity gf which range’s
over “a sufficiently large interval”a change–over “&witeh (7)
is provided by means of which the resistances ,inserted, be-
tween A and B’ (see ,ftg. 13) are” changed ‘aridrespecting
which mill ivoltmeter Gc in parallel measures the, constant
f or”ces’ ~ appli’ed at the condensers Cn. Another switch .
(8) changes’ $he resistance RI where the potential drop
of the, plabe” current is measured and which, amplified and
rectified’f, acts .o,nthe electrometer measuring the rotating
o forces. ,
Switches (?) and” (8) can be set in three positions
to’ which corre~pondi respect ive’1.y,the minimum values of
the measurah’l”e forces “in the ratio 2 to 2.5 to 5. The
absoltite value of the force depehds upbn the rigidity of
the plates in the condensers Cn to which the rotating
forces F are transmitted. .At” pres~nt three types ?f
condensers are. provided: one for a maximum force of 2
kilograms , one of 5 kilograms , and one of 10 kilngrams.
fiach eondenser is designed as shown in figure 19: The
two plates Al and AZ aye circular surfaces; A2 is
solidly attached to a cylindrical casing B which itself
is bolted to a frame in the test chamber; Al is carrieii
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on a ‘stem (or spindle) S insulated by sleeve D and
-connected .to two steel plates El and E2 clamped
across their periphery to box B by means of suitable
flanges. Spiridle S terminates at its upper end in a
ring G at which the force to le measured is applied.
This assures parallel-i.~m of the, twoflat condenser
Plates, no matter what the ,experiment t~ which the” elas-
tic plates are subjected.
. . .
Application of Dynamometer to Measurement of
. . ... .
Aerodynamic Forces o,nFixed or Rotating Models
If the medel in the wind tunnel is fixed the solu–
tion of the aerodynamic actions presents no special pro–
cedure: Simply connect the six. suspension wires of the
model balancing the six components of the resultant
forces and moments to the six condensers Cn in the man-
ner indicated and proceed with the measurement. By this
method it is possible to ~onstruat a six-component adro—
dynamic balance with direct reading of’the forces.”” ‘Its
mechanical simplicity and the known”advantages of the
automatic equilibrium of the forces accruing with the con—
densers, caupled with the minimum displacement of the
model during each test assured by the rigidity of the
elastic plates E, are, however , opposed by the greater
Precision of the weight balance, the greater sensitivity
which is almost independent of the capacity of the bal–
ante , and the certainty that all dangers of wrong” cali-
brations are avoided.
For testing models in f’ree ‘or controlled rotation,
the model is attached to a shaft A mounted in ball .
bearings SI and S2 (fig.. 20). The connection is by
universal Joint which permits the model to be ilispo.sed
along any desired direction relative to “the wind. The
shaft A is along the tunnel axis and can either rotate
freely-about its axis or be control~~d by flexible cable
from an electric motor in the test chamber outside the
fluid jet. The suspension of the shaft in the tunnel is
indicated in figure 20.. The ball bearing S1 is mounted
on two rigid streamline” rods the ends of’ which are fas—
tened to the tunnel walls and two horizo~tal bars, of
which one S:l. is connected to a spring d’dynamometer one
end of which attaches to a fixed point and the other S2
terminates in metering condenser Cl,
of bearing S2
Thet suspension
is identical, e~~ept that, while condenser
~2, to which ‘Sl is connected, is able t~ measure forces
up to 1.0 kilograms.; :-the;cQndenser “C2:;,.,@O”whlch”: S% “is
connect ed,, serves only far meas~ring. f”er”ces“u:ptio’,5-k-f3’o-
gram-s. . .: .: :. . . ., ~-,-:,,,;::“.. - ;..
..- . .
.; ,,.. ..,,
The spring dynamometers are intended to set;up an
initial tension -iri%ar “ 62 and S?2 and’ render”theyrn
capa%le of tr’ansmittii:ng‘a compressi’tie fbree; having’c”on-
siderably less rigidity than the plates II of the ‘cOn—
densers C, the.tension in S2 and st2 can be kept
constant and equal to the initial tension.
..
The system can be compared to a right-hand combina–
tion of fixed axes where axis x coincides in” magnitude
and direction with the tunnel axis as wind direction, y
is vertical and positive toward the other; while ’origin
o is the point of the axis resembling the support S1.
The angle q defining the orientation of the system
about x is measured by starting “from the position for
which the plane of symmetry of the model contains the
directioi> of axis y; in this pesition y gives then
the line of action of the lift; whereas z gives that of
the drift.
—— .-
The components along x of the resultant
force. Fa and of the resultant moment Ma which the
flow exerts On the model are constant for any orientation
with respect to x, and can therefore be computed an the
usual type of balance. The components’ of Fa a’nd Ma
in the plane yz , constant” in intensity, rotate, ,however,
about- X with the’ same angular velocity w o.f the model
and therefore cannot be measured with the usual balance.
With F and.” M denoting these particular comphnent”s and
To and cfl, the angles formed by their lines of action
with y at the initial instant , that is , for v= ot
the force transmi”tt”e”dto condensers C“l, and C2 at any
instant t’ i’s:
“,
..
On condenser’ Cl: .,
.
On condenser, C2: ; “ ,
,. ..
M
.
— - Cos (YJ+ VI)= -F~c”os” (~:+. cfl)’. .’; ,a.,
. .
where” a ii the distance betwee,n t“he,jwo sup~orts sl :.
and “- ““an~” F2,,FS29. 1, q32 defined,%y . . . ...
,,:
.. .. . .. ..
,, ...
. . .
:, .. .
. .
... .
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F22 = I?la + F2-2 F F1 sin(ql –qo)
F Cos (fO - ~1 Cos 91
Cos cp~’= ——-.—— ———.—.———— *
F2
Now the readings on the galvanorneter Gv of the
~ynamometer inserted successively into the circuit of
condenser Cl and Cz immediately afford the intensity
of force I?l and )?2, %ut not angles ql and 92. To
determine cpl and 92, that is, the phases of the
sinusoidal forces that stress the condensers Cl and C2,
two cylindrical sleeves carrying a threaded. stem are
fitted on the shaft normal to its axis and two weights m
are d:.sposed on it at a known distance d as shown in
figure 20. Then , when the shaft and hence the model ro-
tates , the aerodynamic forces 111 and I?2 of known’mag—
nitude but unknown direction are superposed on the mass
forces PI and P2 likewise rotating at the frequency
of F1 and F2 and known in intensity or in phase. With
FI and l?’2 denoting the intensity of the resultant
fo~ces reafl on the dynaaoneter after repeating the test
under new conditions , the solution of the phases ql and
V2 follows immediately. Figure 22 presents the graphical
solution for condenser” C2, by way of example, with OPI
representing the vector which at instant t = O force
Pl produced on the condenser. by the rotating masses m.
The extreme point p of vector
“~s ~~~~~~~t~~~a~~edoand the resultant of. F1 and F1 “ “
as intersection of two circles with centers in O and
P 19 and radii equal to the known intensity F I, and F1l,
which they defined. by dynamometer.
Analytically we denote with v the phase of the
force applied at Pl, and with V1 the phase of Fl of
the same triangle of figure 22 and get
or
Ff12— F12..-P12
SJl =* + (coS-l) ——.—— .——_—.—.-— (18)
2 l?~P1
and similar values for condenser cl.
~...—....—— -–-
—. —
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The forces of lift, drag, and moment with respect to
axis y and axis z for t= O are obtained from
(19)
Mv = FI a sin cpl; Mz = FI a cos WI
.
.,.
Eluat ions (17) and (18) enable the prediction of the
maximum error committed in the determination of the phases
V1 and Va ky”:the:f~~egoigg me~hpd and by the,degree of
accuracy “attained in the dynamometer measurements; whe,n.ce
it is possible “td de-duce ‘the ‘necessary procedure for” re—
dating the causes oferror “in the aerodynamic character–
istics to a minimum.
To illustrate: Suppose that the relative maximum
error possible in the determination of J?l and F1l lies
in equal measure in “bet’lias actually happens if the forces
are of the sa”me or’der of magnitude; that is , ‘
: Then the maximum error” derived fer phase
‘v1 follows at
~cp~=c
.3 F.!12 + F12 -P12
—-.——. ____
-f’
——____________________________
4 F12 P12 - (F~l.z - Fla – Plz)a
.
i3cp1=c
Fil~-_ 1’1~ i’ PI=
-——--—-—-- —--————— ———-——-.
———.—-—-———--—-.-——
(21) ‘
(22)
J 4 F“12 P12,- (i”12 – F12 - P12)2
the first equation ‘being valid if the errors at Ftl and
F1 are of contrary sign, the second, when the errors are
of the same sign. Substituting.for Ft= –F12 _ p12,
equation (17) and putting
PI
P1 = ‘–
gives equations (21) and (22) written in the form
‘“2+ p12 + 3 pl. cos (q, -v)
8 yl =’”C–-––.–-—-——— .-—-—————--
Pl sin(~l -*)
(23)
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PI + Cos(yl “–$ ):
8 q ~ = c –—---- (24)
sin(cfl - 0)
From (23) and (24) it is readily apparent that it is
possible either t.ocancel or at make Sq ‘a’sinaller frac-
tion than c , in every case , by putting pl = 1 and
Cos(cfl - $) = - 1; but under these conditions F’~ would
cancel also and the foregoing assumption relative to the
value of c would be far from true, because, even though
81??1 cannet be canceled, the c corresponding to it be–
comes infinite.
~:rom (24) follows that for a given setting ‘JJ of
mass I?I the error 6ff1 is smaller as pl itself is
snaller; but it is seen quite readily from (23) that then
b~l wol~ld be very large in the event of potential errors
of contrary sign in the I?l and I?tl
Eence –
rleasurements .
always referring to (24) – it is seen that S(pl
czn be canceled for a given value of PI, le~c than unity
by assuming Cos(cfl –V) = –pl; but in that instance
eo_uation (23) becomes
~1
which affords for p~ = 0.7, for example, a mere ––: .
. . 1’1
0.6 and f)q~ = 2.C4c, and even worse results. when as-
suming values pl less than O. 7 in order to more close–
ly approach the conditions ,,
On the other hand, securing the value of
makes 6q~ a minimum for a given setting ~ ,
(23) gives
PI which
equation
[2 Pl + 3 Cos(ql -ti)lpl -[2+ Plz+ 3 p, Cos(ql -i.I)J = o
hence ,
P1 =& (25)
t3q~ cancels when tlie error.s..c ,.are of contrary sign,
by ,taking . .. .. .. . . ..... . ., ”.’,-
‘.2’+”p12”” 4
Cos(Cf I - ~) = – —————- = — —.-. = - 0.945
3pl 3J2
,. ,.. .. . .
,. .-.”.”
we .-dVdu.ce:,under these condit ions a. maximum error of
,..,.., ..
.-
.,. ..
... . . . .
.
“1.4i’ _ “0.945’
...,.” ,.
-“iCf.l=i --—- = %:;3 .C’ . “ ““ ““ ““
. 0-.324 “’. “.’ ‘“ ““ ““
F!; “ ‘ ~~~ ‘-: “’ “’”-’””’ ““-:;.””r :
.
while —- is still smaller, equal to 0.58. F-or pl “= fi~
FI
...
.. .
the ninirnum e“rror of .ticpl that can be committed on the
assumption that the measured ~’l.~. are .af t“he sa”rne‘rnagtii-
tude , we have when
.. .. .
.-
.
* (89, ) = - PI -=+=-Q – — 1“’ = o
“sin2(cpl - ~)” sin”2”(~’1—,*). ., .
whence
Cos(ql - $) = – –1— (26 )i-
+./,2
. .
that is , mass m must be set in such amanner that the
action I?l ~n condenser C2” has a phase
o=vl - (11+ 450) ““’ (27) -
Under these conditions the error tiq~ in both as—
sumpt-ions relative to the s igns of c , is always equal
to c, while I?’l itself = F1. Hence it is possible
to predict, after one trail, a sufficiently approximate
value of m ~ ,.for which equation (27) is always satisfied.
But the application of (27) itself is.rendered still
eas”ier because of t“he fact that the phases WI and’ y2
of the aerodynamic forces applied at the two condensers
are always c-uite small, so ,that if T 1 iq assumed to be
zero in (27) the resulting value for ~ can be consid–
ered in maximum effect as a ~70 error with respect to
that obtained with the ,effective value of 91<, Then for
f
v -$= i
‘n + 38P
TT +, 52°
the corresponding values of 6V read:
. .
Q1 . .
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>-0.?”8 c
acp=’
.L1.02 ~
if the c ‘s are of the same sign
?1,2 E
6cf = ‘
~e
if the c ‘s are of contrary sign
r’%
always closer to c, while for ---
F1
1
~. J1.12
%-. (0.9 always closer to 1.
It may therefore be concluded that, if the masses are
arranged in such a way as to satisfy (27) even if only ap-
proximately, and so disposed at a distance from the axis
that the resulting value for F ~ is equal to Z, the
F1 o“otained in the first measurement , the phases of the
aerodynamic forces can be fietermined at least for a maxi—
mum error equal to c ; and , since E is at maximum
equal to 0.02, the extreme error in phase is 11O. Such
an error, while negligible in a determination of lift and
pitching moment, can lead to a much greater one in a meas–
urement of the r?rag and of the moment about axis y as
results from equation (19). However , this obstacle is
readily removed by the following method: the mass m is
placed for the initial position of the system in the plane
yx , so as to quas”i balance internally the aerodynamic
action along axis y over both condensers, which is readi—
ly accomplished after having secured in a first test these
same actions b virtue of the previously known values which
have the phases VI and cp2 in each case.
By this method the resultant forces en the condensers
are quite small and the dyne.uometer can be used by ‘Jtili—
zation of the maximum sensitivity of which it is capable;
when proceeding under these conditions to define the in—
tensity and phases of the residuary forces on the condensers
themselves the previously found error of 1° is not made up
on the phase of the total aerodynamic force which is quite
small, but on the phase of the residuary force and since
this is much’ greater, t~e relative error will be propor–
tionally smaller.
In figure 20 the masses balancing the aerodynamic
action along axis y are shown as solid lines, the smaller
mas~es for mea6uring the phases of the residu-ary forces bY
clotted lines?
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Some very satisfactory tests have been rn.ad,e.,so far
with this equipment on a model wing in contro’ll-ed r,ota-
tion, the results of which are to be published-”-in ~.en&i-
conti Sperimentali des Laboratorio di Aerona,,utica di
Torino, series 111. . .. . ..,.-”, ‘.
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